Benefits of Implementing the DCWarehouse Suite
in Phase I of Your Sage ® MAS 500 Implementation
1.) When you purchase a new ERP System such as MAS 500, you should start
with a true and accurate beginning balance. Using DCWMS speeds up your
implementation by rapidly and accurately importing your beginning
Inventory balances.
Within DCWarehouse© Automation – Activities – Maintain Beginning Balances, you have additional
selection criteria available. You can filter your RF beginning balance counts by warehouse, item,
purchase product line, and bin location.

2.) Inventory driven business, you should keep the most important activities
such as receiving, picking, packing, shipping, inventory moves, returns,
inventory moves, material management etc. as simple and streamlined as
possible.
DCWarehouse not only automates many of the MAS 500 transactions while validating data, it is very
simple software to use via the RF/Mobile Devices or Simulated on a PC. The learning curve for novice
users is short. Simple function keys and scans make it easier than using activities, drop-down lists,
manual data entry and more. Resellers of DCWMS mention it reduces the over-all implementation time
and budget up to 65%.

3.) If you want to ensure your shipments are timely and accurate without using
cumbersome third party shipping software, DCWarehouse Automation’s
Packaging Manager will streamline your entire packaging process.
DCWarehouse Package Manager allows you to accurately and quickly package orders, charge the
correct rates and print out all the labels, BOL’s, packing slips and more. We can consolidate orders and
manage larger boxes/pallets or break orders into smaller shipments. You will find our seamless
integration that uses API’s for UPS, Federal Express, USPS and DHL/Airborne to provide real-time
accurate shipping information without a lot of extra steps.
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4.) If you require more advanced distribution and manufacturing features to
run your operations.
DCWarehouse not only automates many of MAS 500’s transactions, you will find that many robust
features that are typically found in more expensive WMS and Shipping Solutions used by Fortune
Companies are now at your fingertips. Yet the functionality is simple to use and the solution cost
effective.

5.) If you want tools that can immediately measure results without months of
history DCWarehouse is the answer.
Labor and Productivity Management Tools are important to a distributor's bottom line. Operation
personnel can now analyze "real time" data and productivity by selected criteria such as the date range,
the warehouses, employees and activities. DCWarehouse tracks many activities to the "second".

These Activities Include:
Adjustments
Bin Replenishment
Canceled Picks
Counts
Issues
Moves
Pack Carts
Pick Carts

Picks
Purchase Order Returns
Ready-To-Ships
Receipts
Receipts of RMAS
Transfers
Wave Picking

Questions? Contact your local authorized reseller or we can help you find one.
DCSC Inc.
5257 Shaw Avenue, Suite 303
Saint Louis, MO 63110
314-664-2200
www.dcsccorp.com
Toll Free Outside of Saint Louis
1-877-STL-DCSC (785-3272)
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